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Question 1

Please indicate your assessment of each of the conference activities that you attended, or
materials/venues that you used.

1.1 Pre-conference information (descriptions, registration materials)

Excellent
32

(17.02%)

Good
76

(40.43%)

Fair
35

(18.62%)

Poor
20

(10.64%)

NA
24

(12.77%)

N/R 1 (0.53%)

1.2 Registration process

Excellent 71
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(37.77%)

Good
82

(43.62%)

Fair
20

(10.64%)

Poor 8 (4.26%)

NA 7 (3.72%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.3 Conference packet and materials

Excellent
45

(23.94%)

Good
89

(47.34%)

Fair
42

(22.34%)

Poor 9 (4.79%)

NA 3 (1.6%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.4 Dates of conference

Excellent
60

(31.91%)

Good 94 (50%)

Fair 18 (9.57%)

Poor 11 (5.85%)

NA 5 (2.66%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.5 Conference location and session facilities

Excellent
131

(69.68%)

Good
40

(21.28%)

Fair 6 (3.19%)

Poor 3 (1.6%)

NA 8 (4.26%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.6 Conference meals/food

Excellent
111

(59.04%)

Good
52

(27.66%)
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Fair 9 (4.79%)

Poor 5 (2.66%)

NA 10 (5.32%)

N/R 1 (0.53%)

1.7 Pre-conference workshops

Excellent
36

(19.15%)

Good
34

(18.09%)

Fair 12 (6.38%)

Poor 2 (1.06%)

NA
96

(51.06%)

N/R 8 (4.26%)

1.8 Opening reception

Excellent
31

(16.49%)

Good
58

(30.85%)

Fair
30

(15.96%)

Poor 5 (2.66%)

NA
61

(32.45%)

N/R 3 (1.6%)

1.9 Keynote speaker - Dr. Charlie Nutt

Excellent
122

(64.89%)

Good
36

(19.15%)

Fair 10 (5.32%)

Poor 2 (1.06%)

NA 18 (9.57%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.10 Networking opportunities

Excellent
53

(28.19%)

Good
92

(48.94%)
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Fair
29

(15.43%)

Poor 8 (4.26%)

NA 6 (3.19%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.11 Variety of topics presented

Excellent
37

(19.68%)

Good
103

(54.79%)

Fair
39

(20.74%)

Poor 5 (2.66%)

NA 4 (2.13%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.12 Usefulness of topics presented

Excellent
38

(20.21%)

Good
95

(50.53%)

Fair
42

(22.34%)

Poor 8 (4.26%)

NA 5 (2.66%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.13 Length of conference

Excellent
56

(29.79%)

Good
101

(53.72%)

Fair
19

(10.11%)

Poor 7 (3.72%)

NA 5 (2.66%)

N/R 0 (0%)

1.14 Overall conference rating

Excellent
51

(27.13%)

Good
109

(57.98%)
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Fair 18 (9.57%)

Poor 5 (2.66%)

NA 5 (2.66%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 2

How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this conference?

None
104

(55.32%)

1-2
46

(24.47%)

3-4 18 (9.57%)

5 or more
20

(10.64%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 3

How did you learn about this conference? (Mark all that apply)

Talking with a colleague
102

(54.26%)

E-mail announcement from NACADA
92

(48.94%)

Other:
24

(12.77%)

N/R 1 (0.53%)

Other Text:
NACADA website
checking NACADA website
email from Advising Director
nacada website
email from colleague
My supervisor emailed me about it.
nacada website
Nacada website
I expected it
NACADA Website
my director
Website
Announcement at last year's conference
colleague chaired the conference
Conf chair = my Univ
previous conference announced
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website
Supervisor
NACADA website
Search on web
NACADA website
I look for it on the website
NACADA website
past conference

Question 4

What one or two elements of this conference were positive for you and should be continued in future
conferences?

I found the conference very inspiring. It was my first view of Advising as a profession and for a
new advisor that was very impacting. I loved the broader vision of Advising and how that was
communicated throughout the conference.
The focus on the application of new technology in the field of advising and the specialized
programs being implemented by various advisors across the region.
topics on student involvement in orientations/other activities and clarifications on roles of student
advisors. Also, sharing of participants on their experiences was great and should be continued.
Excellent food choices :) Encouragement and reminders for "old" NACADA members to interact
and reach out to first-timers
Pre conference sessions were excellent. Charlie Nutt - the best keynote!
Ease of access to sessions was great - rooms very close together. Casual feeling overall was
very nice.
The quality of most of sessions was quite good. Having a number of meals together was good for
networking.
Meeting people from different institutions is always helpful. I particularly enjoy applied sessions
where I can take something away with me/use the information. Technology and advising, Advising
out of the major were very helpful.
the opportunity to volunteer to help - got to meet almost everybody by volunteering at the
registration desk
Location; technology content
opportunities for networking
information for new advisors was particularily helpful. Also, information on best practices, or
techniques, being used by other institutions.
Knowledge of other institutions practices and programs as well as retention strategies.
Opportunities to catch up with colleagues for different institutions - most of the sessions were
strong as well.
Good variety of topics. Wonderful to have a variety of topics on technology and Web 2.0
resources.
I enjoyed learning about the differences between the American and Canadian post-secondary
education systems and networking with colleagues.
presentations were varied, limited repetition
variety of workshops
Being a first-time presenter is a great professional development piece.
The Keynote speaker was excellent and I also enjoyed the variety of the workshops.
Great variety of topics covered. There was surely something of interest and use to everyone
present. In particular, we need to keep abreast of new developments in advising and recruiting
like using podcasts, etc.
I enjoyed the roundtable discussion on parental involvement. It was the first type of roundtable
experience I had been at, and thought it was a nice addition.
There were a lot of positive elements about the conference. I really liked the number of
workshops as that gave us a lot of choice. I liked the length of the workshops (1 hour).
definetly the networking, and the viewpoint that advisors are educators
The presentation on retention was very valuable. If Charlie Nutt could always speak that would be
great as well.
I enjoyed the focus on technology
length of sessions
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none
I loved Charlie Nutt and his presentation. I loved the pre-conference workshops and the
technology topics.
Food was great; so were the dates of the conference.
Technology discussions - podcast info for example
Networking at meals
I loved the location -- not only that it was in Vancouver, but that it was in the city. I also am glad
Region 8 has been a pioneer in having a service project.
I like that the NACADA Pres. and Exc.Dir. have come to our conference for a few years running
now. it's good to hear the values of the institution being transmitted this way.
Range of workshops and networking opportunities. Also a beautiful location & facilities! The
people were the best part.
the Marriott was an excellent venue. I don't remember the name of the hotel in Boise Idaho but it
was horrible and so was the service. If there is a Marriott hotel avalable in the area then use it.
having the multiple choices of sessions to attend and having some meals together and some
meals open to allow for various networking and down time
The great location. The many opportunities to volunteer. The business aspects of the conference.
The facilities and food were just awesome this year! As for the conference, I enjoyed the keynote
speaker. It was great to have someone from NACADA.
*Interaction with advisor's from various institutions.
I always enjoy an inspirational keynote and Charlie did a good job of this.
- The session topics (particularly at risk students) were very useful.
1) The conference size made it easy to network and meet new colleagues. 2) As a first time
NACADA presenter and panelist, I was very impressed with the overall conference.
Pre-conference workshops gave an opportunity for more in-depth sessions. Also the opening
reception was a great opportunity to network.
opportunities for networking, meeting new people, wide variety of topics
Networking opportunities, applied topic workshops
networking opportunities
I really liked the variety of sessions as far as structure...the roundtables seem less formal and
open to more discussion, versus more formal presentations that include more speaker
information. It was a good balance.
great location and date,
More work on operationalizing Advisors as educators. What is it that we say, do etc that
demonstrates this. How do we know that student learning has occured?
Pre conference workshop on Appreciative Advising and learning style workshop in the
conference
Awareness of the range of issues surrounding student advising; opportunities to connect with
attending advising colleagues from my own institution and local colleges to compare and contrast
ideas coming out of the conference
Networking opportunities Informative workshop presentations
Facilities, networking opportunities and location all excellent.
Vancouver is a beautiful city and a great place for a conferance.I thought overall the conferance
was really well done.
Loved the location - hope there will be a national conference in Vancouver someday!
Very well organized
Great facility and food; central location
I enjoyed the keynote address and attended some useful workshops
a chance to snap the current and potential future faces of Academic Advising--the realities and
projects in the development of the science of Advising
I thought breakfast was a nice time to network. I like that breakfast was available for so long and
the coffee stations. It was good getting to know people in the first timers session. And that we are
encouraged to be involved.
Sessions presenting new research in the field. Technology-focused sessions (although dividing
tech-oriented sessions into 'tech savvy' and "tech novice" would be good).
Having interactive sessions and sessions on students with disabilities
financial advising
Charlie Nutt's lunch speech was excellent and motivating. The location was wonderful, and very
organized.
session on writing for NACADA publications, legal concerns session
some of the workshops were great
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The varied amount of presentations and speakers
Nutt was great. Small sessions gave opportunities for participants to share information.
Having representatives from the national level was great. I always appreciate their support. The
networking with collegues from other institutions is always important for me.
Size of regional conference and opportunity for networking.
Learning how other institutions do advising.
workshops, keynotes
Some good presentations, including one on helping students transfer to a different major as
presented by Nicole Kent of Oregon State. I found it interesting, helpful, and funny.
Friendliness and helpfulness of organizers, and of course, FOOD
I like the number of sessions offered and chance to participate in pre-conference workshops.
the number of break out sessions offered at each time slot
close proximity of locations for each workshop excellent food service
Being a new advisor I liked networking with other advisors. Addressing technology is also
essential. The getting to know you exercise during the intro to NACADA session was more fun
than expected.
Great opportunity to network with our neighbors to the north and steal some of their good ideas
about advising and systems.
workshops
The sessions covered great topics that are directly related to our work. The presenters were
knowledgeable and organized. One hour sessions the perfect amount of time, not too long, not
too short. Very friendly hotel staff.
Charlie Nutt's presentation
This was obviously well-planned. The location and hotel were excellent. Everything was run
smoothly, there were very few technical/logistical issues.
- excellent and relavent sessions - well located hotel/conference facility - lots of Canadian content
- many other Canadian advisors present for networking - excellent meals included - very
affordable fees
Fun
The inspirational messages for advisers in Dr. Nutt's speech. The variety of topics covered.
My favorite part was the Legal Issues pre-conference, that was so informative and interesting.
Great opportunities to talk with colleagues. Some of the sessions I attended were also very
useful.
Time for networking and workshops, especially ones pertaining to technology.
1) Updates on technological tools used in educational institutions 2) Opportunities for discussions
with individuals in the same field.
Great location and accomodations. New topics I hadn't seen before.
Networking with colleagues from the same province. When you hold the conference in BC, more
of us can attend. Thx!
The pre-conference workshops I attended (afternoon sessions) and keynote speaker were
outstanding.
I thought the majority of the sessions were wonderful- the speakers were energetic, prepared and
presented very well. Good job!
The pre-conference workshops were a great experience. The longer sessions allowed
presenters to give more in-depth information.
I absolutely loved the Appreciative Advising seminar by Jenny Bloom. I came away with many
ideas that I can utilize. Charlie Nutt's speech was wonderful and had me laughing so hard, that I
would love to see him at more function
meal times are good time to meet other advisors the facility was good, everything close together
and easy to get around
The variety of sessions was great.
Web 2.0 Longer reception/networking in a quieter space.
One of the technology sessions was very useful and I would find further sessions in this area
interesing and helpful.
all-in-one (lodging and sessions), closeness of hotel to shopping/dining
timing of each session time in between each session
Topics were good. Many of the presenters were good.
I was only able to attend one afternoon. Sessions were hard to choose between as they were all
so good.
actually sitting at round tables in sessions rather than lecture hall style permitted greater
networking opps
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My favorite sessions were Appreciative Advising and the Keynote speaker both were
inspirational.
Great networking experiences - the First time conference attendee session was great!I also
learned many things to bring back to my job.
Advising at-risk students & technology
The importance of advising for the institution.
Networking
The workshops topics and presenters were excellent.
Time of year works well for me.
Great to meet with Canadian colleagues; great keynote
Learning about the Advising Sylabus and its usefulness, and learning more about what other
institutions are doing for student retention.
Networking with other Advisors.
Sessions related to my some of my professional development interests Host hotel was
comfortable and in a great location for exploring the area
The catered food was excellent. The workshops about technology were interesting.
Networking opportunities / opening reception
Charlie Nutt! Chance to meet other advisors
Workshops on Legal issues The wide variety of topics was great and the opportunity to attend
whatever one I wanted to without pre-selecting was nice!
relevant topics positive attitude of contributers
The setting was excellent - Vancouver is a wonderful host city, and the Marriott was terrific. The
food during the sessions was a welcome addition as well.
Connecting again with collegues.
Overall, this was a great conference, with a nice atmosphere and good people.
overall atmosphere/ambience - warm, light, interesting and welcoming...really felt like part of the
team...
1. conference food 2. appreciative advising
For me the group of people that attended this conference were great. Since this was not my
region it was great getting to know people from other institutes.
Panel presentations. Networking opportunities.
The wide variety of session topics and the networking opportunities
You have a great system - keep it up! I personally appreciated Charlie Nutt's speech (he cared
enough to come!) and that the other folks in executive positions are obviously committing to
supporting these regional events as well.
The sessions on technology were very helpful and should definitely be continued.
I really liked the schedule - mon, tues, weds and the way each day was planned.
Keynote speaker
Wide variety of sessions & keynote speaker.
Providing sessions that deal with a certain topic and invite audience participation.
The variety of topics.
The Canadian site for the conference, was abit cheaper. Staying in the facility that the conference
is in great, also offered a perfect location for other activites which is very nice. Everything was
great.
Charlie's very inspirational yet entertaining speech reminded me of the value of what I do. I also
found the round the table discussions useful and informative.
pre-conference workshops
Great to be around other advisors and exchange ideas.
Having Charlie Nutt as a keynote speaker was a great experience & any other regional conference
would benefit from being able to enjoy his animated personality & message as his passion and
experience with the student pop was evident
accepting Canadian funds when in Canada , use more Canadian Content for presentations
networking - what a wondeful and friendly group of people!
Location!
Networking with other advisors.
Charlie Nutt was amazing and inspiring, and I would have liked to hear more from him. I enjoyed
the wide variety of presenters as it allowed me to benefit from the experience and perspectives
of both new and experienced advisors.
I enjoyed the variety of topics from student retention to web 2.0. Lots of good ideas to bring back
to my institution.
How to cousel a student out of the major and learning styles were two sessions I learned a lot
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from.

Question 5

What one or two suggestions do you have that you think would improve the conference and should be
considered for the future?

Some workshops seemed to focus on what they did at their school and others took that one step
further and helped us attendees see how we could bring their ideas to our school to improve ours
that was more helpful
Verifying that wireless Internet is available to the presenters as well as to guarantee that sufficient
materials are on hand for the attendees of each session (session registration prior to the event?).
There was almost NO pre-conference communication.
Some presenters should be reminded that topics should be applicable to both the American and
Canadian settings. For example, presentation on the legal aspects of advising did focus a lot at
the end on American information act.
Encouraging presenters to include research or assessment of what they're presenting. I attended
2 sessions that were in their first year of implementation--that wasn't clear from program. I'd like to
know effectiveness.
Rooms a bit too small for some sessions. Avoid having a session in the same room just before
lunch as it was difficult for them to prepare it for lunch.
A hotel that has better internet access. Review of the sessions, some of the sessions had very
similar titles but were not similar presentations - makes it difficult to choose effectively.
Perhaps offer something for personal enrichment that those interested could sign up and pay $5
or $10 for, i.e. 10-minute massage, nutritional advice, etc. Keep using Charlie, he is good.
More applied sessions
Hotel should have had free wireless access for conference participants.
if the focus is indeed international, then it only follows that the session presenters should be
challenged to consider an international perspective - ie - FERPA presentation without any
FOIPOP knowledge
Some of the descriptions of the presenations did not reflect accurately what was discussed
and/or activities in the presentation/seminar.
Split reception into themed tables (transfer, first gen students, etc.) so people can connect w/
others who do the same things. Small nitpick: late reception should have desserts, not finger
food. Most came after dinner; want sweets
Greater variety in the seminar topics.
Very good, hard to improve on
Conference could be over more days with time in between workshops to digest material and
discuss with other attendees.
More Canadian presenters please - the presentations (although informative and worthwhile) were
very American-centric
The description of the workshops. I attended a couple that I felt were not applicable to my
position.
It would be nice to have the workshop descriptions and schedule earlier than they were available.
Also, a list of all the attendees so we know who is there.
I wish it could be arranged with facilities managers at the conference facilities that they adjust the
temperatures of the rooms to comfortable levels. The rooms were freezing. Many people went
around in sweaters and jackets.
The previous regional conferences I attended were combined 8/9. I like combined conference
better since there is a better selection of quality sessions. Region 8 alone seems a little small to
attract many high quality sessions.
Internet access for people giving presentations.
longer conference, with shorter days
More diversity in the program is my only suggestion.
More networking opportunities.
ensure a good variety of topics but also ensure that you get enough sessions in each area of
advising and try not to overlap these.2 of the preconference sessions overlapped so I had to
leave one early in order to hit the other
none
If you are doing roundtable discussions, have questions prior to the workshop so people can
reflect on them
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n/a
More canadian content within sessions and accept Canadian cash at registration
I was a presenter and received NO pre conference information other than my initial registration
confirmation.
We seem to really struggle to get a diversity of program options within our region. I'm not sure if
there's a good way to really remedy that.
Continue to have the conference in downtown.Last year in Boise was HORRIBLE because you
were really placebound unless you took a cab.I don't think I'm just speaking for myself to say I'd
rather pay a few more dollars to be downtown
Slightly more organized or attractive opening reception.
I volunteered tostaff teh registration table andit was very disorganized. suggest colunteers arrive
15 minutesearly for their shifts.
if we become international, be sure to have presentations that are applicable to each country
Let people know by announcement which business meetings are open to everyone. Let
presenters know the number of attendees and the number of concurrent sessions so the
presenters can plan handouts accordingly.
I wished some of the sessions were offered more than once. I often have the problem of two
sessions I really want to see in one time block, and the next with nothing I'm interested in.
Nacada pins to wear while on conference would assist in recognizing colleagues outside of the
conference facility.
Make sure you know the level of professionalism of the the presenters. Maybe note when a
presenter is a first-timer on the agenda, so folks know this is a professional development
presentation. It might lower expecatations.
Better communication between organizers and presenters so that there were enough handouts.
With the numbers at the conference, the presenters should have been aware that there would be
more than 30 people in thier sessions.
1) We need to have wifi and LCD's for technology sessions. How will we ever drag higher ed
technology out of the 1990's if we don't have access to the technology itself?
Increased opportunities to network. More formal procedures for introduing folks to people doing
similar work
some of the presenters presentation skills were very weak. It would be nice to have a place to sit
down at the opening reception.
I was a presenter, and it would have been helpful for me to know prior to the conference what the
evaluation criteria is on... Certainly don't mind being evaluated, of course, but I would have
prepared various handouts differently
more variety of topics and better prepared speakers, motivational speaker
Some presenters needed a little work. But that is always the case I think.
More speakers such as the one who gave the Appreciative workshop and learning styles. Some
of the presenters were better organized than others.
Increase the time length of sessions--one hour wasn't really long enough to listen to a
presentation and generate good and productive discussion
More topics of interest to Canadian Institutions
1. One additional day. 2. More pre-planned cultural events.
Can't think of any.
Presenters should always prepare materials for a large number of attendees. All sessions I
attended did not have enough handouts.
room sizes...some too small; have information about workshops available earlier to facilitate
planning
More variety of workshops, better networking opportunities
I would recommend minimum guidelines for presenters, e.g. "Your data must be verified and
comprehensive--report on projects for which you have a minimum of one year's
experience/results to demonstrate."
I wasn't very interested in most of the session topics. I'm mostly interested in issues of diversity
and developing a theoretical framework for advising. I thought presenters should involved the
group a bit more.
The conference bag in which packages were handed out wasn't of a high enough quality to
warrant the expense of getting it produced - I laud the effort, but won't use it. The reception was
inconveniently timed for commuting locals.
Please have more Canadian content especially when the conference is located in a Canadian city.
Open forum workshops do not work as well
have sodas opening reception area too cramped
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I wish there were more opportunities for networking. Monday night's open bar was nice. Going all
that way for 1-1/2 days was questionable. I think it could have been longer or more spread out.
Monday was long. We don't need bags.
round tables, the format is rarely effective
more information before the conference
Though there were a lot of different types of presenations and speakers, I think there could have
been better prep for the presentations, many presentations didn't have enough handout, data
etc...
Majority of the sessions I attended I was expecting rich content and an exciting presenter.
Presentation ppts could be put on a cd before the conference and handed out previous to
attendance avoiding lateness of material and prsntan
Having the pre-conference and conference sessions available earlier. We had a hard time
planning our return trip without knowing the times. We took our best guess, and had to leave
before the final luncheon.
A couple of the sessions were too rushed and dense. Perhaps reviewers could more carefully
consider the amount of time for material explored. Less is better becuase people often have
much to say.
During opening reception a better way of connecting new attendees with old timers, or those who
are alone from their institutions. A lot of newer attendees seemed lost at first.
There were not enough handouts for some of the sessions.
some workshops were too focussed on what they did, rather than why.
I'd like to be able to network more, find out about jobs at other institutions. Perhaps have a bulletin
board and people to meet regarding these jobs.
more variety in topics covered
I think that if the conference is held in Canada, there should be a lot more focus on Canadian
content within the sessions. I do not know if I would return as the sessions were too US-focused.
Ensure presenters are aware of how many handouts they will need
How about a nice sunny warm location
If the dates of the conference are the 17th-19th, pre-conference workshops would be on the
16th. Feel like I signed up for 2.5 days and got 1.5 days. The registration form didn't say the first
day would be pre-conference workshops
More Roundtable sessions with opportunities to share best practices. Voting for "best in
conference" should take into account the size of the room for each presentation....someone in a
smaller room could not get as many votes!
more advising sessions from senior members
possibly more networking events rather than sitting in lectures
It was difficult to find out what sessions would be offered at the conference - the website wasn't
very helpful. Should have had internet access, especially for the presenters talking about
technology.
Some presenters appeared uncomfortable and under prepared. Spread out sessions over more
days; have longer breaks between session & a designated room with tables on desired topics for
individuals to network/gather info informally.
Don't cheat us out of a full day! Many people were confused that the 1st of the 3 days was
"pre-conference" workshops. Presenters should be screened/prepared - can't believe some of
these people are professional communicators.
- n/a
More presentation space. More presentations which use data or surveys to examine utilization,
policy, and decision making such as Clay Schwen from Idaho.
The conference program was kind of pain to read. maybe make the table that showed all the
sessions, times and locations as a handout, rather than having to flip to that page all the time.
Other than that, good job!
Definitely get more information out to the membership as early as possible. I know some things
cannot be confirmed until late in the process, but preliminary agendas, location, theme, etc. can
be made known for planning purposes.
Would it be appropriate to have a silent auction at the regional conference (instead of door prizes;
door prizes could be put in silent auction) of sort with the proceeds going to fund a person(s) to
the National Conference??
Providing more pre-confrernce workshops.
An EVENING "mixer" after dinner would be nice for those who want to connect. For example, we
could meet to discuss an area of interest or a topic in depth such as research or writing for
NACADA.
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Why so many pre-conference sessions that require extra fees? We misunderstood and did not
sign up for them, but the topics sounded interesting and relevant. Found out after we probably
could have attended anyway.
I wasn't sure if all of my evaluations got connected to the correct presentation because the
evaluation asked for a Session #, but there weren't any numbers as far as I could tell attached to
the sessions.
Make sure that panels have speakers with different experiences. The session on "Involved
Parents" was very one-sided.
Ensure that the presenters have enough handouts for all the participants. Providing more
Canadian content.
time of conference - it was during the busiest time for advising at semester schools
I don't think there should be an option to request presentation equipment if there isn't any
available and people are expected to bring their own. It would be great to have more
presentations by community colleges.
Screen the presentations for current information, presentation skills, and engaging'ness... some
tech stuff was 'old', other was very current. Some facilitators were unexperienced and I felt bad
for them.
Perhaps the Welcome Reception could have a slightly more "formal" approach with a bit of a
welcome and some seating. Having "strolling snacks" without any real place to sit or set them
made visiting/networking difficult.
I think we need more presenters from the community colleges/and sessions geared emphasing
the first year experience.
give list of local restaurants & $'s in welcome pack; more rapid updates 2 website/earlier posting
of session descriptions--easier if superiors can see offerings (perhaps keep up last yr's wkshp
info as a sample--for them & newbies)
more discussion about positive advising and the skills required to be a successful, competant
advisor
Have presenters make more copies of handouts. All presenters ran out every session (except for
pre con institutes). Have staff at the conference available to make more copies. Some of the
presenters were not that good/inexperienc
Would have been nice if all the rooms offered tables as it is great for writing notes and
networking.
Some of the sessions I attended did not have a lot of "meat and potatoes" and were very
anecdotal. I would have liked more concrete skills development.
A few of the breakout session were not good. I wish there was a screening process. The
conference material said there would be desserts during the reception - that would have been
nice...
A day longer, if possible? One more social event? I'm not sure if it needs too much - it was great!
Opportunity for hands on technology training during the conference.
WOuld like to see more community college issues, such as transfering to the 4-year.
It would be nice to have michrophones in the larger rooms for the audience when asking
questions. Presenters could not hear the questions and it was difficult to keep yelling.
Would have liked to see better technical support, facilities for the presenters. (Hotel was poor in
that regard).
A couple of the presentations were not very professional; descriptions a bit misleading
More topics on Online Learning environments. Including how the examination of students in these
types of programs can be administered maintaining the integrity of the course.
The conference was shorter than I anticipated (I thought it was originally announced as kicking off
sunday evening/monday and running through Wednesday). It would have been helpful to have a
scheduled sketched out earlier.
The conference seemed well planned, and there was a wide variety of workshops.
Provide a listing of all attendees with contacts for future networking. Venue was too cold!
More Canadian content
inform presenters of # attendees for more accurate assessment of handouts
Arrangements and instructions for presenters was disorganized and lacking. Clearer directions on
what is provided to presenters, as well as perhaps a small pre-conference meeting with all
presenters and staff to orient them.
The presenters should be know approx numbers so they can prepare an appropriate handouts.
Also, I was a presenter; the person(s) before didn't leave until almost my start time; which didn't
allow me to set up and greet properly.
I'd like to see more sessions that cover "Best Practices". Presenters need to expand their topics
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to cover a wider question.
- the smaller rooms were a little too cramped with nowhere to put your things making it hard to
take notes and concentrate -
Hard to improve on. It would have been better to see more US advisors in attendance. This is
probably marketing issue. In the future if it is held on a rail line, this mode of travel should be
encouraged; relatively inexpensive.
1. Get session descriptions to participants earlier via email. 2. Be clear in all materials which are
pre-conference sessions, start pre-conference earlier.
Some of the better topics that I was interested in were the last day. It would have been nice to
have those ones earlier in the conference.
More community college sessions.
You've got a good formula - stick with it!
I would love to see more optional sessions and/or evening activities. Nearly every session I
attended was short on handouts and that was frustrating, but for the most part, the speakers who
were short on papers, emailed the info.
Don't have conference sessions in the same room as meals.
Networking opportunities
Icebreakers, easier to read schedule, tours of nearby institutions, directions on what to attend
when registering, earlier cocktail reception.
Have a conference session request possibility--the chance for NACADA members to request
topics that they are struggling with. ALso, designated discussion sessions/brainstorm sessions
for certain topics.
Many presenters didn't have enough copies of handouts, a few didn't even provide such.
Perhaps two full days of conference rather than 1 1/2 (not including preworkshop sessions
No one is perfect so I am just going to leave this blank.
None at this time.
The only minor draw back was that I found the conference agenda a bit confusing to read and
determime when sessions on the same day were being held.
Topics seemed not so applicable to me this year...
More information about when/where to check-in earlier. More info about the sessions earlier.
I found the application process confusing. As a first-timer, I wasn't sure if I had registered for
sessions by choosing interest areas on my application and how I would know which sessions to
attend. Include more web info for newbie
Most sessions only had about 30 handouts...often needed up to 75. It would be helpful to have a
handout to follow along with the presentation. Sessions being more relevant to Canadian
institutions would be helpful as well.
I do not think there should be a separate pre-conference day with sessions one has to pay extra
money for. This was unclear to all of us and caused problems with our travel plans.

Question 6

Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

Faculty Advisor 7 (3.72%)

Academic Advisor/Counselor
136

(72.34%)

Advising Administrator
24

(12.77%)

Administrator with responsibilities over

several areas, one of which is advising
11 (5.85%)

Graduate student 3 (1.6%)

Institutional position supports advising i.e.

Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc.
6 (3.19%)

Affiliated with a college or university but not

in any of the roles previously mentioned
0 (0%)
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Not affiliated with an institution of higher

education
1 (0.53%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 7

How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or faculty member)

less than 5 years
84

(44.68%)

5-10 years
64

(34.04%)

11-20 years
28

(14.89%)

more than 20 years 9 (4.79%)

N/R 3 (1.6%)

Question 8

What recommendations do you have for concurrent session and/or pre-conference workshop topics?
I would love to have more sessions on Appreciative Advising.
A variety of topics to choose from, which was evident in the conference
Assessment strategies - versions of surveys? how offices are implementing?
Appreciative Advising (preconference and concurrent session to follow through) Legal Issues
(preconference and concurrent session to follow through) Using technology in advising
(Lethbridge session was great!)
More clarification of what will be presented. Quality not quantity.
Sessions with a focus on technologies; addressing student motivation; generational
characteristics; are all good topics.
N/A
Addressing transfer student needs
Allow for same day registration for pre-conference workshops/distribute handouts from all
presentations to attending members.
N/A
more workshops on diversity issues
Advising is stressful. Dealing with student problems on a daily basis can lead to burn-out.
Particularly stressful is dealing with negatives like probation, dismissal, academic dishonesty on a
daily basis. Can we address this?
A workshop on stress management or wellness would be nice.
Some presentations might be suitable only to very specified groups, not general conferences.
Some presentations lacks substance. Overall, great!
seems there was cross over on some topics, so maybe they could have collaborated
Working with 1st generation students
Student retention. Marketing & Recruitment. Advising program planning tools available and demo.
More tech sessions.
none
More on Jenny's topic
n/a
More podcasting. Clay and Kurt are awesome.
Advising technology; research in advising
More sessions on designing and teaching classes for students in academic difficulty.
An interest for me is technology (which is why I loved the Boise NACADA so much), so topics
revolving around that would be of interest.
*Staff retention/dealing with stress in the workplace *The various student information systems
being used to process admissions,registration, prob/dismissal, stats, scholarships and career
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development.
As above.
We definitely need to have more technology sessions/workshops. The technology (web 2.0)
panel was overflowing and could easily have been a half or whole day session.
I would liked to have known about the pre-conference workshop topics much sooner.
It seems like a fair amount of the topics were model based or first year student focused. This is
great, but sometimes a variety of topics related to populations would be nice eg: advising certain
populations.
professional development
networking opportunities, socials
Best practises in Advising in the Advisor/Student interaction When we have so much to teach and
remember how can Advisor make room for the "counselling/interpersonal" interactions with our
students?
I would have appreciated the pre conference workshop information out earlier as it affected our
funding
Encourage a little more Canadian content, or at least remind presenters that the two systems
(Can. and US) differ and points within presentations should address issues common to both
None at this time
Conflict resolution strategies.
Appreciative Advising
Advising special populations (like LGBT students, international students...etc.) Using Theory in
Advising/ Advising Philosophy and Ethics Advising Pedagogy
Creating an Advising Strategic Plan. Using Technology as a follow-up tool.
The legal session was excellent. Again I would like to see more Canadian content.
More hands on training opportunities. Multicultural interactions, challenging students, when timing
isn't right for school, encouraging students to the counseling center, effective or alternative
orientations, freshman seminars
more data driven presentations/ more administrator level conversation. Colleagues new to the
field seemed to find much of value,but I had a hard time finding material new/relevant. More about
Canadian education system.
A presenter who has rich content, a strong presentation skill and interactiveness in presentation.
Have projectors and laptops avail for checkout.
Gender politics in advising
More on strength based advising, disability, advising administrator issues (panel). Keep offering
the legal session.
Try to group similar topics at the same time. E.g. academic difficulty, technology related, etc.
na
None
Students at Risk Use of technology
none
How to talk to students to get REAL answers.
n/a
possibly have more seats available at sessions or have people sign up for sessions so you have
a good estimate of the seating needed
More technology-related topics!
developmental advising; advising models & how they function within institution; learning styles
Too many "How I implemented this policy/program," too few actual pro dev topics
(communication skills, conflict resolution, how to work with specific audiences, legal issues).
Major-fair and mentoring To Do lists is not worth $150.
Sessions geared toward experienced advisors such as assessment, policy shaping, leadership
challenges, advising models, managing and leading professionals, how to support development
for staff, how to increase campus support.
More on the legal issues, maybe make some sessions that are grouped by type of institutions,
things are kind of different when you aren't at a large, public research institution.
Things that are current and have obvious application. The podcasting session is a good example.
Technology workshops are always usful; it would be nice to have hands-on...
None
No specific rec. for topics. But a comment on timing: there is someone in the room tasked with
keeping the speaker on time but not this time. One session was really late, running into the next
session's time.
training for beginner advisors
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My first impression of the pre-conference was a way to get out of having to provide food ;-)But I
liked the sessions!
Perhaps more sessions on helping students (and advisors) to focus on the learning experience
rather than just the degree or end goal. Maybe some "health or fitness" related topics.
The new adviser track would be great--networking, etc.
Since so many advisors are "dropped" into the job without extensive training, some general
sessions on advising styles, conflict resolution, reading body language, inter-cultural sensitivity
etc could be great!
Topics on advising for generation Y and also how to (gently) deal with their helicopter parents
Continue to offer technology based sessions.
Some form of pre-registration for concurrent sessions. Several presenters expressed significant
surprise at high numbers in their sessions and were thus less prepared than they would have
liked.
See question 5.
Ideas for training / coordinating faculty advisors (in faculty advising model) Working with first year
and transfer students w/ weak academic profile
Make sure that the speakers know the potential of how many may attend so that they do not run
out of handouts.
The legal session was excellent - this should be repeated.
Experiences leading to accountability of mgt and advisors that contributes to increased cost
savings (re 2.6% reduction in BC post-sec operating budgets 08-09)
- student retention is still most important but maybe a workshop on methods of counselling
students that are "barely hangin' by a thread" how to reach them and help them
career related to advising
One thing that I am working on now and might present on in the future is Check Points in regards
to graduating on time. Most of what was covered in this past conference was about students at
risk.
Advising assessment. Ongoing advisor training.
I'm always interested in examples of institutions using technology to reduce workload and
improve service. Also creative ideas for stretching advising resources.Degree audit systems. 4
year graduation guarantees;the pros and cons.
I personally would like to see a follow-up to the research being done by Clay Cox at Boise State
on "quantifying qualitative data and the expectations of college students."
there were some sessions that i was very interested in, but were offered at the same time. If
some handouts were available for those sessions, to get an idea of what I missed, that would be
great.
More research findings
Continue to include technology and generational differences/challenges as a topic Include a
facebook, myspace session and how to use these without them becoming a personal/university
liability.
Scheduling for cohort programs. Co-curricular activities.
None
session on team building training new advisors
How to advise and motivate the current generation.
A topic on advising special population groups such as student-athletes.
I would like to see more sessions provided for advisors who are new to advising to benefit from
the learning experiences of other new advisors as well as more experienced ones. It would also
be good to share training programs.
I would have liked a bit of time spent on advising career advancement and enhancement of the
status of advising on one's campus.

Question 9

Additional comments:
Very well done! It was my first conference and I was quite impressed with the whole experience.
Thank you!
Great conference. Continue offering engaging and informative sessions and again encourage
presenters to have interactive sessions.
Wonderful conference. Great opportunity to network. More information should be provided
regarding the National conference such as handouts.
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none
Great job!
tape keynote speaker session for post conference view; some of us had to stay in the office and
missed this session.
Thanks, I enjoyed the conference.
Great conference; great host city.
I would also like to see some seminars on safety, security, in particular with recent rises in
violence at post-secondary institutions. Advisors are vulnerable, particularly those who deal with
probation, dismissal, dishonesty ...
Generally speaking a good conference. Food was not great, would rather spend more for
something decent. Sessions again were a mixed bag. Some fabulous & should be encouraged to
go to National. Combining with Region 9 will help.
I truly learned a lot at this conference and was inspired by all the presentations. The workshops I
attended were very professional and I learned much more than I expected from them. Thank you
for organizing such a good conference.
enjoyed it very much, and look forward to attending future ones.
Overall the conference was excellent, it was the best regional I have been to.
Good Conference.
none
Thank you. It was a great first conference for me and there is much to learn and great ideas
shared.
n/a
This year there was a New Advisor track, which I liked a great deal. As concept evolves, perhaps
there is space for a veteran advisor track.
Kudos to the planning and execution team for the conference. Great job this year!
It was a very useful and enjoyable conference! I will definitely come back and have
recommended NACADA conferences & membership to other advisors on my campus.
It was strange to offer hors'devours so late at the opening reception. If you are going to have
such a late reception, maybe it should be dessert?
Great conference! The committee did a great job of organizing, planning and implementing!
Great facilities-beautiful location!
My rating of the pre-conference workshop (poor) applies to the one I attended - Advising &
Retention: unveiling the mysterious link. Unfortunately, I took nothing away from this workshop - no
new ideas, strategies, information.
The pre-conference information was not very accurate. Be very specific on what time and day the
conference starts and ends. The online program guide was impossible to read. Concurrent
sessions were randomly listed out of order.
It was a very fun and useful experience. Thanks
Great experience!
enjoyed the conference, but did not feel that all speakers were in the same league, some were
very underprepared, would like to hear more information on positive impact, unique ideas, and
sharing of resources
Very inspiring conference and really enjoyed the range of topics addressed, and the enthusiasm
of the presenters and conference organizers and attendees.
I thoroughly enjoyed the conference. Many thanks to everyone who volunteered their time and
efforts!
Excellent conference with a lot of relevant information.
Great job!
re: facilities--the choice of hotel was excellent; session rooms as assigned were somewhat
cramped.
I liked the conference well enough to want to present next year.
Thanks for organizing this conference in Canada!
Thanks. It was good to have the conference in Vancouver.
Please post the exact start/end time early. As I only had the min. details i.e. Mon-Wed.I got in Sun
& had little to do Mon. & had to leave before lunch on Wed. W/ more details I would have arrived
Mon & left Thurs.
A conversation comparing current Can. & Amer. Higher Ed issues would fruitful. They are
experiencing what we did in the 80's and vice-versa. Could have used each others experience
from 20 yrs ago to inform current best practices.
I've been to other conferences outside of NACADA where presenters were expected to be
interactive, animated and knowledeable about the info they present on. I thought I would come out
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of the regional conf. with ideas I could use.
Great location, Vancouver is an fine city.
I was quite unhappy as to the lack of sessions on recruitment. As the conference title highlighted
recruitment, I assumed that there would be more specifically on recruitment. Why not actively
seek out recruiters for such a session?
Very good conference but would like to have it in a warmer location.
The food was good! It's nice to have healthy choices.
Great job! Really enjoyed the conference, excellent professional development experience.
Many people were underwhelmed, and a big factor was the diminished length -- little opportunity
to see anything really impressive. The only pre-conference workshop I'd like to see is "How to be
a more competent presenter."
Great job! Thank you for the opportunity.
The conference was a good experience. The committee did a nice job and the Marriott facilities
and staff were awesome.
Great conference that ran very smoothly. Conference site was great! Good job.
None
Disappointed in the bags for holding our conference material. They were difficult to hang on to
and not useful to keep afterwards. I am still using the bag I got at a national conference (in
Ottawa) several years ago.
Kudos to the planning team - this was an excellent conference and the event ran very smoothly.
the conference schedule was put on the website too late, it was not available when I needed to
make flight reservations so ended up missing the end of the conference.
Perhaps a deal on internet for guests? $16/day was insane. And the conference had unreliable
internet that I'm sure was paid for with our registration.
As first timers, we arrived too early and left too early because we had to buy tickets far in advance
based only on the conference dates. Could previous years' schedules or tentative schedules be
posted earlier?
I'd rather go to fewer sessions of high quality. One of the sessions offered nothing of interest to
me, others offered more than one thing of interest. Balance out better.
Great conference! I really enjoyed meeting people and networking...great food, too!
My only complaint was in the administration re: registration at NACADA. They made an error in
transcribing my email address off my registration. I missed important info. and had a difficult time
correcting their error.
Vancouver was an excellent place to host the conference. The Marriott was a good choice of
hotels as well. Well done!
Well done !!
NA
Very well done - congrats to the planning committee!
Excellent conference. With nearly 30 years of advising experience, I can say this conference was
one of the better ones I've attended - it related specifically to current issues of concern in the
Canadian post-secondary situation.
Include more than 'beginners' information conference sessions. I felt like I had heard or practiced
so much of the information and wanted the next level up...Perhaps indicate if it is for beginning
advisors, intermediate, etc.
Great facility, need icebreakers, need more Canadian-context sessions, need a clearer schedule
and maybe sign-up for different sessions, would have been great to be able to visit NACADA
institutions nearby as parr of the conference.
None
overall the conference was good.
Vancouver was great - Marriott was great.
The conference was a great opportunity to network with other colleagues and gain invaluable
advising experience, knowledge, etc. The event was well organized and the range of session
topics was wonderful and all very informative.
Thank you! Being in attendance has made me see the value of the association
This was a great experience and the organizers did a great job. The website was the weakest link,
which surprised me as it was the easiest way to get information out to attendees. Only the barest
of bones were provided - not helpful
I do not understand why pre-conference workshops are necessary. These topics should be
covered in the conference or not included at all.
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Question 10

Would you be interested in or willing to be a part of next year s conference planning team? If so, please
indicate your name, college or university, address, and email address below.

not at this point. thank you.
Not at this time.
No
.
Already on the team.
Yes! Bobbi Thomas WSU thomasb@wsu.edu
Sure! Melanie Jones, Oregon State University College of Health and Human Sciences 116 Milam
Hall Corvallis, OR 97331 melanie.jones@oregonstate.edu
n/a
no
not available
I'm not sure at this point in my advising career, but will definitely keep the opportunity in mind.
Yes. Ernie Norton, City University, 12500 SE 2nd Circle Suite 200, Vancouver WA 98684,
enorton@cityu.edu.
I already am signed up to help with next year's.
probably not
No Thanks.
sure. Erin Dana Pacific Lutheran University Tacoma, WA 98418 danaem@plu.edu
I don't have the background or the knowledge yet to be part of a planning committee for
NACADA.
No
Jo Lacher, University of Idaho, jol@uidaho.edu
I'll let you know.
Raymond Yim Certified General Accountants Associations BC #300 - 1867 West Broadway
Vancouver, BC Canada V6J 5L4 ryim@cga-bc.org
No thank you.
Not sure at this time.
Maybe. I'm not sure that it would be appropriate, as I am not an academic adviser
Depends where and when it will be held. dbennett@roguecc.edu Rogue Community College
3345 Redwood Hwy. Grants Pass, OR 97527
Leah Keegahn Western Washington University 516 High Street Bellingham, Washington 98225
Leah.Keegahn@wwu.edu (360)650-6145
Jean Prysiazny - jprysiazny@mhc.ab.ca 299 College Dr. S.E. Medicine Hat, AB T1A 3Y6
Donelle (Dee) C. Posey, Washington State University - Tri-Cities, 2710 University Dr., Richland,
WA 99354, dposey@tricity.wsu.edu
Not at this time. I'll volunteer at the event. Peggy Bray University College of the Fraser Valley,
Abbotsford, BC, peggy.bray@ucfv.ca
Retiring.
No, since it is really way out of my region
Only if it is near Western Washington University
Too busy now, maybe another year.
No
Potentially.
I feel I need more experience before I am ready to participate on that level.

- End of Survey -
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